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PRESS RELEASE

INGEMAR GROUP: MARINA D’ARECHI DOUBLES IN SIZE!
400 new Ingemar moorings have been added to the 560 already in
operation
Milan, 18 January 2016. The Milan-based engineering group closed 2015 by
celebrating completion of the enlargement of the island port of Marina d’Arechi Salerno Port Village.
This important marina on the Campania coastline now has all the organisational
structure and plant necessary to enlarge their mooring capacity even for the
largest vessels: the completed layout now includes 4 floating fingers of 3 m
widths and lengths of between 96m and 108m with moorings for vessels of 20 to
36m.
Therefore Marina d'Arechi, with 400 new berths in addition to the 560 already
operational, doubles in size completing their mooring capabilities to become
one of the most important Mediterranean marinas.
The structures are modular elements of the all-concrete type in unsinkable
concrete 12x3m, with each finger anchored to the sea floor using fixed pilings
supplied with special sliding devices. Integration with the existing structures a n d
the surrounding environment is ensured by the use of a wood plastic composite
for the walkways.
Furthermore, and a disinguishing feature of Ingemar's recent production, each
element is designed and built to precise specifications so as to respect the
rigorous installation and mooring requirements according to the design which, a s
so often happens with the ever increasing dimensions of the vessels, requires a
judicious strategy for the distribution of services and facilities on land compatible
with the designed layout.
On conculusion of work Ingemar's President, Lorenzo Isalberti, underlined with
satisfaction "After many pressing obligations abroad we are especially happy to
celebrate 2016 with the completion of an important project which develops our national
coastlines. Yet again our bespoke floating solutions complete and distinguish a
prestigious marina and", he continued, "this augurs well for the growth of such a
resolute and determined sector, that of yachting, in re-launching our country.".
"We are ready", commented Agostino Gallozzi, the President of Marina d'Arechi,
"to take on 2016 having completed all the moorings of our amazing project: just under
1,000 berths with all the finest characteristics to attract a wide variety of clients with
vessels from 10 to 100 metres. We are delighted to testify that INGEMAR's high quality
moorings, their stability and convenience have added value to our marina.
In 2015 we achieved important results, amongst which were numerous
acknowledgements of the quality of our marina, and the possibility of hosting both
national and international celebrities, all of which gratify us and encourage us to grow
further, to demonstrate that it is possible to create new projects and new jobs in Italy.
We sincerely hope that more people will want to take up this challenge."
For over 30 years Ingemar has been designing and building pontoons and floating
breakwaters worldwide and today is one of the few companies in the sector having its own
independent production facilities which allows it to carry out Research and Development in
order to anticipate market demands. The ISO 9001 certification for design, construction
and installation testifies to its constant dedication and commitment to quality and i s
complemented by the SOA certification by the port sector for commissions of up to Euro
15.5 million. The company's Head Offices are in Milan and production and customer
services are at Casale sul Sile in the province of Treviso.
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